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Please check the PA Review List before submitting a report if you are unsure whether or not the 
species is rare: http://www.pabirds.org/records/index.php/review-list/

All information submitted through this form (including photographs) will become publicly available on 
the PORC website. You may choose to exclude your address and phone number if you prefer.

Refer to this webpage for tips on how to document your sightings.

Observer's Name Paul Heveran

E-mail birdmeister.paul@gmail.com

Observer's Address United States

Names of additional observers A. Heveran

Documentation
Species (Common Name) Mississippi Kite

Species (Scienti�c Name) Ictinia mississippiensis

Number of individuals 1

Age(s) and Plumage(s) and Sex (if known)
subadult/adult (unknown which)

Observation Date and Time Friday, June 11, 2021 06:40

Did you submit this sighting to eBird? Yes

Link to eBird checklist https://ebird.org/checklist/S90240882

County Montgomery

Location (City, Borough, Township) Douglass Twp.

Exact Site (E.g. Name of park, lake, 
road)

Henry Road

GPS coordinates of sighting 40.3886636,-75.5640141
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Habitat small cow pasture with tiny cattail marsh, surrounded by
wooded hills

Distance to bird 150-200m, moderate to fairly close

Viewing conditions Heavy overcast, early morning

Optical equipment used Zeiss HD Conquest 10x42 binoculars, Panasonic Lumix
DMC-FZ60 camera (no lens attached)

Description
Typical of all Mississippi Kites, it showed very long and thin wings with pointed tips and a noticeably 
long "hand" past the wrist. Its �aps were very deep and �uid, with much of the stroke seeming to come 
from past the wrists. The bird's tail was fairly long and quite thin, the tip being slightly notched. In the 
�eld, I was able to get a good look at most of the bird's plumage coloration. Its body was a medium 
gray with a very pale to white head. To my eye the wings and tail both appeared dark, although one 
photo suggests possible bands in the tail. This, combined with the apparent slight �ight feather molt, 
may point to the bird being a subadult. 
 
Photos show the distinctive wing shape as well as the diagnostic short outer primary in one photo. I 
have included one photo just to show the �uid upstroke to the bird's �aps, such that a falcon would not 
show. The head-on photo shows the length of this bird's wings, as well as another classic MIKI pose (a 
sunken glide). 
 
Rain began just minutes after the bird disappeared, so the bird may have stuck around for a bit, but I 
doubt it lingered for too long. Again, documented records in the upper county are absent or near-
absent.

Behavior (be as detailed as possible about what the bird was doing)
At about 6:41 on a very overcast morning, I saw this Mississippi Kite �ying right at treetop level. Its 
main �ight was in slow but fairly tight circles mixed with deep, smooth �aps. It disappeared over a 
small ridge but then appeared again. It circled a few more times, �ew towards me, then banked left and 
disappeared for good behind a different stand of trees. It was seen at about 500-700ft (150-200m), well 
enough to get a great look at shape and color.

Separation from similar species (How you eliminated others)
At the pleasantly small distance I saw this bird, only falcons would be possible confusion species. The 
bird's wingbeats were much too �uid and steady for any falcon, especially kestrels. The color, which 
was clear even in low light, quickly eliminated kestrels as well (harrier, too). Peregrine Falcons would 
show pale/white extensively underneath, as well as stiffer wingbeats and thicker wing bases.

Discussion – anything else relevant to the observation that will aid the committee in evaluating 
it:
I was shocked that this bird was �ying so early on an overcast morning. I have no idea why it did this. 
 
I do have a lot of experience identifying raptors as a fall counter at Hawk Mountain Sanctuary, as well 
as seeing hundreds of MIKI in the southern US.

Are you positive of your identi�cation 
? (Why or why not)

Yes, this bird showed all the color, behavior, and structure of
a Mississippi Kite. I was able to observe it fairly close for at
least a minute or two to really enjoy and take in this bird.

References Consulted
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During none

After none that I remember

Uploads
Supporting evidence (check all that 
apply)

Photograph

Upload images, audio, video or 
drawings
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